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**ABSTRACT**

The integration of causal inference techniques such as inverse propensity weighting (IPW) with latent class analysis (LCA) allows for estimating the effect of a treatment on class membership even with observational data. In this article, we present an extension of the bias-adjusted three-step LCA with IPW, which allows accounting for differential item function (DIF) caused by the treatment or exposure variable. Following the approach by Vermunt and Magidson, we propose including treatment with its direct effect on the class indicators in the step-one model. In the step-three model we include the IPW and account for the fact that the classification errors differ across treatment groups. DIF caused by the confounders used to create the propensity scores turns out to be less problematic. Our newly proposed approach is illustrated using a synthetic and a real-life data example and is implemented in the program Latent GOLD.

**1. Introduction**

The causal relation between a treatment or an exposure and an outcome of interest is often the target of a statistical analysis. Randomized controlled trials are regarded as the gold standard for identifying such causal relations (Greenland et al., 1999; Twisk et al., 2018). When participants are randomized into treatment and control groups, these groups will be, at baseline, balanced on possible confounders, regardless of whether these confounders were measured or not. Randomization, thus, allows for the estimation of average treatment effects (ATE) since differences in the outcome can only be attributed to differences in the treatment allocation (Greenland et al., 1999). However, randomization into treatment and control groups is often not possible due to practical or ethical reasons or there is an active choice for an observational study design. In such a situation, several causal inference techniques allow for the identification of ATEs under the identifiability conditions discussed by Hernán and Robins (2006). For instance, confounders can be added as control variables in a regression analysis to estimate conditional treatment effects. Another widely popular option is to estimate marginal treatment effects on the observational data after this data has been manipulated to resemble data that comes from a randomized design. One example of such a manipulation is inverse propensity weighting (IPW; Austin, 2011; Hernán & Robins, 2006). In a first step, the propensity score model is constructed to estimate an individual’s probability of receiving the treatment. Next, individual weights based on the inverse of these propensity scores are constructed and used in the subsequent analysis. Using such weights creates an artificial sample in which individuals who are unlikely to receive a certain treatment but, nevertheless, did receive that treatment are up-weighted. As in the case of a randomized design, the treatment and non-treatment groups will now be balanced on their (measured) confounders at baseline and the marginal treatment effect can be obtained in a straightforward manner (Austin, 2011).

A complication to this causal inference problem arises if the outcome of interest is not directly observed but rather measured through several indicators. For instance, the multidimensionality of health-related quality of life is often assessed with patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs; Clouth et al., 2021), or drug-use patterns are measured by self-reported consumption of alcohol, smoking, marijuana, and crack/cocaine (Lanza et al., 2013). Such PROMs are increasingly used to assess the achievement of health-care goals or quality of care, which requires the use of causal inference. However, to analyze these constructs, additionally, a measurement model is needed for which latent class analysis (LCA; Collins & Lanza, 2010; Goodman, 1974; Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968) has been widely used. A latent class model can be broken down into two distinct parts, the measurement model and the structural model. In the measurement part, item response probabilities define how the latent classes are related to the observed indicators (Collins & Lanza, 2010). Based on these item-response probabilities, individuals can be classified into the latent classes, i.e., into the class for which they have the highest probability conditional on their responses on the indicators. Importantly, the number of latent classes or categories of the latent variable are often unknown and need to be determined. The
structural model describes the relationship between the latent classes and auxiliary variables, which will typically be either covariates in a logistic regression model to predict class membership or an outcome variable predicted by the latent classes, i.e., LCA with distal outcomes (Bakk & Vermunt, 2016; Bolck et al., 2004; Vermunt, 2010). LCA heavily relies on the assumption of local independence (or conditional independence), that is, conditional on the latent variable, the observed indicators are assumed to be independent from each other and to be independent from the auxiliary variables.

As is the case for situations where no measurement model is needed, there are several ways to estimate ATEs in LCA. One option is to use regression adjustment, which involves including all measured confounders additional to the treatment as covariates in the structural part of the latent class model. This allows for the estimation of conditional treatment effects and is widely used because its implementation is straightforward. However, the use of causal inference techniques such as IPW to estimate marginal treatment effects in LCA has recently received more attention. More specifically, Lanza et al. (2013) proposed a one-step method where a latent class model with treatment as the only covariate is estimated on a data set that has been weighted with the inverse of the propensity score. This approach has been extended for longitudinal settings (Bartolucci et al., 2016; Tullio & Bartolucci, 2019, 2022) and for LCA with distal outcomes (Bray et al., 2019; Schuler et al., 2014; Yamaguchi, 2015). Recently, Clouth et al. (2022) proposed a three-step approach where the measurement model is estimated on the unweighted data and IPW is introduced in the third step in which the treatment effect is estimated. In this study, it was shown that all three approaches perform well when all confounders are known and the model for the propensity scores is correctly specified (Clouth et al., 2022). However, for both the regression adjustment method and the IPW methods, correctly specifying the model can be challenging. Unobserved confounding, insufficient overlap between exposure or treatment groups, or misspecification of the functional form of the adjustment, e.g., not accounting for nonlinearity, interaction effects, or omitting relevant confounders, can prevent correct estimation of the ATE (Austin, 2011). Conceptually, IPW methods have a clear advantage over regression adjustment methods because explicitly detaching the specification of the propensity model from the estimation of the ATE allows for checking the identifying assumptions without the necessity of estimating the ATE first (Austin, 2011).

All three approaches, that is, the regression adjustment as well as the one-step and three-step IPW approaches, account for the scenario depicted in Figure 1 where the treatment effect Z on the latent Variable X is confounded by C. Note that in this setting, the observed indicators Y are unaffected by the treatment or the confounders conditional on the latent variable (local independence). That is, all differences in the observed indicators that are caused by either the treatment or the confounders are captured in the latent classes. While this is a crucial assumption when using latent class analysis, this is often not the case in reality (Masyn, 2017; Vermunt & Magidson, 2021a). As depicted in Figure 2, there are scenarios where not all these differences in the observed indicators are captured in the latent classes. Here, the treatment, (some or all of) the confounders, or both have direct effects on some of the observed indicators even after introducing the latent classes. This situation where auxiliary variables have direct effects on the observed indicators is also called measurement non-invariance (MNI) or differential item functioning (DIF; Masyn, 2017). In the remainder of this study, we will use the terms MNI and DIF interchangeably. As an example of DIF, let’s consider the study about college enrollment and substance use presented in Lanza et al. (2013). Substance use was assessed by self-reported drinking behavior, use of cigarettes, marijuana, and crack/cocaine, and two classes labeled by the authors as “low-level users” and “heavy drinkers” were identified. However, the “heavy drinker” class also showed higher levels of cigarette and marijuana use and could alternatively be labeled “higher-level users.” We re-analyzed this data following Lanza and colleagues’ analysis strategy and replicated a large ATE. Attending college leads to a higher probability of belonging to the low-level users’ class (87.7% vs. 51.4%) and to a lower probability of belonging to the higher-level users’ class (12.3% vs. 48.6%). Alternatively, the ATE could be expressed in an odds ratio of 0.15, meaning that if all individuals in the population were to attend college, the overall odds of membership in the low-level users’ class is 6.7 times
more likely than if all individuals were not to attend college (Lanza et al., 2013). However, upon closer examination of the results, we identified high bivariate residuals (BVR) for college enrollment and some of the indicators that are signs for the presence of DIF (Vermunt & Magidson, 2021a). By not taking into account this DIF, the strength of the ATE in this example has been drastically overestimated. In essence, the measurement models for the two groups (college attendees and college non-attendees) are not identical and the estimation of the measurement model can therefore not be separated from the estimation of the structural model. To allow these differences in the measurement model, the direct effects of the auxiliary variables on the indicators need to be explicitly modeled in the measurement model (Vermunt & Magidson, 2021a). Both the one-step analysis strategy by Lanza et al. (2013) and the three-step analysis strategy by Clouth et al. (2022) do not account for these direct effects.

Consequences of not accounting for such direct effects are well established (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014; Di Mari & Bakk, 2018; Janssen et al., 2019; Masyn, 2017; Vermunt & Magidson, 2021a). In short, these authors show that if a covariate has direct effects on (some) indicator variables and this is neglected, the effect of that covariate on the latent variable will be estimated with a bias. This bias depends on the effect size of the direct effects, the sample size, and on how many indicators a covariate has direct effects (Janssen et al., 2019). Vermunt and Magidson (2021a) find that mainly the estimate of the covariate with direct effects is biased, but covariates without direct effects seem to be unaffected even if other direct effects in the model are neglected. Direct effects can be directly included when the model is estimated in one step (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014). However, when using the three-step approach, Vermunt and Magidson (2021a) show that some additional considerations need to be made. The three steps of their approach contain:

1. The measurement model is estimated including the direct effects and the effects of the covariate on the latent variable. Covariates without direct effect are not included in the model in this step.
2. The classifications are obtained as in a standard three-step LC model; however, because of the modified step one, they now also depend on the values of the covariates with direct effects.
3. In the last step, all covariates, that is, the covariates that were already included in step one and new covariates without direct effects, are included in the structural model. Crucially, this improved approach by Vermunt and Magidson (2021a) also allows the matrix containing the classification error corrections, also referred to as the D matrix, to differ over the values of the covariates with direct effects.

This article offers three main contributions to the existing literature.

- We propose an analysis strategy that extends the approach by Clouth et al. (2022) with the additional modeling steps proposed by Vermunt and Magidson (2021a) to correctly account for DIF.
- We present a strategy for detecting DIF caused by the treatment or confounding variables.
- We investigate the performance of our newly proposed analysis strategy when DIF is present in the data and compare it to the approaches by Lanza et al. (2013) and Clouth et al. (2022).

In the next section, we will formally derive latent class models that correctly incorporate direct effects when using the regression adjustment approach, the one-step IPW, and the three-step IPW approach. Next, we will demonstrate that ignoring these direct effects indeed causes a biased estimate of the ATE and investigate how the three approaches perform on simulated data. We will then re-analyze the data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth data set (Lanza et al., 2013) on substance use. We end with a discussion and conclusion section. All code used for the simulated data example and the real-life data example is available in the Appendix and on GitHub, https://github.com/felix-clouth/LCA-with-IPW-in-the-presence-of-DIF.

2. The Latent Class Model with Treatment Effects

Figure 1 depicts a latent class model where class membership (the latent variable X) is explained by treatment Z, and this treatment effect is confounded by a set of confounders C. This model can be broken down into three parts.

First, the treatment allocation model \( P(Z_i|C_i) \) deals with the problem of confounding that occurs in observational data. \( P(Z_i|C_i) \) can be explicitly modeled, e.g., by means of logistic regression, and yields the propensity score. When properly specified, the propensity score (PS) entails all the information needed to solve the confounding problem, that is, the probability of receiving treatment conditional on the (measured) confounders (Austin, 2011). In consecutive analyses, the propensity score can be used as a control variable in a regression model, to perform matching, or to construct inverse propensity weights (Austin, 2011).

Second, the structural model \( P(X|Z_i, C_i) \) describes the relationship of treatment and the confounders with the latent variable \( X \) (Vermunt & Magidson, 2004). The probability of being classified into one of the latent classes is conditional on treatment and the confounders. It is the researcher’s choice how to model the average treatment effect ATE, i.e., the treatment effect conditional on the set of confounders \( P(X|Z_i, C_i) \) or the marginal treatment effect \( P(X|Z_i) \) after performing matching or IPW (Austin, 2011). In fact, when estimating the conditional treatment effect, it is not necessary to explicitly model treatment allocation \( P(Z_i|C_i) \).

Third, the latent classes \( X \) affect the individual responses or observed indicators \( Y_i \) through the measurement model \( P(Y_i|X) \). One crucial assumption of LCA is local independence, which states that the indicators \( Y_i \) are conditional only on the latent classes \( X \), implying that (1) the indicators are independent from each other conditional on \( X \) and (2), more
importantly in this case, that the indicators are independent from treatment and the confounders conditional on \( X \).

Combining these three parts, the full model can then be described as:

\[
P(Y_i, X, Z_i|C_i) = P(Z_i|C_i) P(X|Z_i, C_i) P(Y_i|X).
\] (1)

In the scenario depicted in Figure 2, DIF is caused by treatment and/or the confounders because they affect the indicators directly, that is, local independence does not hold anymore. This means that instead of measurement model \( P(Y_i|X) \) we have \( P(Y_i|X, Z_i), P(Y_i|X, C_i), \) or \( P(Y_i|X, Z_i, C_i) \). In the remainder of this study, we will focus on the case where DIF is caused by either the treatment or the confounders but not both. The specification of the full model then changes to:

\[
P(Y_i, X, Z_i|C_i) = P(Z_i|C_i) P(X|Z_i, C_i) P(Y_i|X, Z_i)
\] (2)

or

\[
P(Y_i, X, Z_i|C_i) = P(Z_i|C_i) P(X|Z_i, C_i) P(Y_i|X, C_i).
\] (3)

While solutions to estimate the model under Equation (1) (corresponding to Figure 1) have been previously proposed (Clouth et al., 2022; Lanza et al., 2013), so far, there is no solution on how to estimate Equation (2) or Equation (3) (corresponding to Figure 2) in a causal inference setting. In the following section, we describe in detail how these models can be estimated using the regression adjustment approach, the one-step approach, and the three-step approach.

### 2.1. Approach 1: LC Analysis with Regression Adjustment

This approach combines the treatment-allocation model, the structural model, and the measurement model into one analysis. In fact, the treatment allocation model for \( P(Z_i|C_i) \) can be ignored, and both the treatment \( Z \) and the confounders \( C \) are included in the LC model directly as covariates. This results in estimating the joint probability of the indicators and latent class conditional on treatment and the confounders:

\[
P(Y_i, X|Z_i, C_i) = P(X|Z_i, C_i) P(Y_i|X).
\] (4)

Measurement non-invariance is dealt with by including the direct effects of confounders and/or treatment in the model, which involves replacing \( P(Y_i|X) \) by \( P(Y_i|X, C_i) \) or \( P(Y_i|X, Z_i) \).

For detecting DIF, the correct model-building strategy is crucial. As shown by Nylund-Gibson and Masyn (2016), model selection should be performed on the measurement model without including any covariates to prevent the risk of overestimating the number of classes. Note that this step might involve relaxing the assumption of local independence by including direct effects between the indicators. After selecting the correct measurement model, the model should be re-estimated with the treatment variable and the confounders included in the model. Next, local dependencies between the auxiliary variables and the indicators need to be detected. This can be done using score tests or by inspecting the bivariate residuals (BVR; Masyn, 2017; Oberski et al., 2013; Visser & Depaoli, 2022). These local dependencies should be addressed step by step by including direct effects until settling on a final model that does not show high bivariate residuals anymore.

### 2.2. Approach 2: One-Step LC Analysis with IPWs

With this approach, first proposed by Lanza and colleagues (Lanza et al., 2013), the treatment-allocation problem is dealt with separately, while the structural model and the measurement model are estimated simultaneously. \( P(Z_i|C_i) \) can be estimated in various ways but logit and probit regression are widely used choices. The advantage of the propensity score (typically denoted as \( \pi \)) is that it combines all the information provided by the (measured) confounders into one single score, which easily facilitates successive analyses (Austin, 2011). For instance, weights based on the inverse of the propensity score can be constructed. To estimate the ATE for the entire population, weights for IPW are constructed as \( ipw_i = 1/\pi_i \) for individuals that received treatment and \( ipw_i = 1/(1 - \pi_i) \) for individuals that did not receive treatment (Austin, 2011). However, alternative weights to estimate the treatment effect among the treated (ATT) are also possible. IPW is used to achieve balance on the measured confounders at baseline between the treatment group and the control group. With this balancing property we generate a synthetic data set that emulates data from a randomized controlled trial and, therefore, allow for the estimation of causal marginal treatment effects (Austin, 2011). Note that, for a valid causal interpretation of the ATE, important assumptions need to be met that are discussed elsewhere (Hernán & Robins, 2006).

Next, the LC model for \( P(Y_i, X|Z_i) \)—thus, excluding the confounders—can be estimated on the balanced data set (Lanza et al., 2013). The LC model has the following form:

\[
P(Y_i, X|Z_i) = P(X|Z_i) P(Y_i|X).
\] (5)

While the confounders \( C_i \) do not appear anymore in Equation (5), they are controlled for through the weighting. Note that this approach easily facilitates the use of other causal inference techniques to estimate the marginal treatment effect such as matching or stratification.

In case of DIF related to treatment, we can include direct effects of treatment in the LC measurement model, that is, replace \( P(Y_i|X) \) by \( P(Y_i|X, Z) \). However, it is unclear how to deal with DIF related to confounders because they do not appear in the estimated-LC model. It is possible to include only the covariates related to DIF in the LC model; however, it is unclear if these confounders should then also be included in the propensity-score model. In case they would be included, this would, in fact, relate to a situation similar to estimating (partly) doubly robust estimators (Robins et al., 1994). However, such an analysis strategy has not been investigated before and it is unclear how this approach would perform.

### 2.3. Approach 3: Three-Step LC Analysis with IPWs

Here, the treatment-allocation problem, the structural model, and the measurement model are dealt with
separately (Clouth et al., 2022). The propensity-score model and the construction of the weights are done exactly the same way as in approach 2.

In a first step, an LC model for \( P(X, Y_i) \) is estimated on the original, unweighted data:

\[
P(X, Y_i) = P(X)P(Y_i | X).
\]  

(6)

To estimate the measurement model without the inclusion of covariates or weighting has several conceptual advantages regarding interpretation or class enumeration as fixed probabilities using the IPWs based on \( P(W_i | X) \) as weights while accounting for the fact that the class assignments \( W_i \) contain classification errors using \( P(W_i | X) \) as fixed probabilities (Clouth et al., 2022). This third-step structural model has the following form:

\[
P(X, W_i | Z_i) = P(X | Z_i)P(W_i | X).
\]  

(7)

For DIF caused by treatment we can make use of the work by Vermunt and Magidson (2021a). Key is that the variable causing DIF, here the treatment, should be included in the step one model; that is, we specify a model for \( P(X, Y_i | Z_i) \) with \( P(Y_i | X) \) replaced by \( P(Y_i | X, Z_i) \). As shown by Vermunt and Magidson (2021a), crucially, also the classification errors \( P(W_i | X) \) sometimes referred to as the D-matrix—now depend on treatment, resulting in \( P(W_i | X, Z_i) \). The third step again consists of estimating \( P(X, W_i | Z_i) \) on the weighted data where \( P(W_i | X) \) is substituted for \( P(W_i | X, Z_i) \). The same problem as described in approach two appears if DIF is related to the confounders. Theoretically, it is possible to include \( C_i \) in the first step and obtain classification errors \( P(W_i | X, C_i) \). However, if these confounders are also included in the propensity-score model, the ATE is essentially estimated by a partly doubly robust method with unknown properties.

3. A Demonstration Using a Simulated Data Example

For this demonstration, we simulated one synthetic data set for each condition that is exactly in agreement with the population. This can be done using the “write exemplary” option in Latent Gold 6.0 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2021b). Our data-generating models closely resemble the setting in Vermunt and Magidson (2021a) and are similar to the one depicted in Figure 2. We investigated the bias of the ATE for the regression adjustment method, the one-step IPW method, and the three-step IPW method (1) when the direct effects are ignored and (2) when the direct effects are correctly modeled as illustrated above.

### 3.1. Method

In detail, the true model consists of three latent classes, six dichotomous indicators (high/low), one treatment variable \( Z \) (0 = control, 1 = treatment), and two categorical confounders (−5; .5 for \( C_1 \) and −2; −1; 0; 1; 2 for \( C_2 \)). In class 1, the item response probabilities for a high response were 0.8 for the first three items and 0.2 for the last three items; and in class 3, they were 0.2 for all items. This setup resembles moderate class separation and was also used by Vermunt (2010) and Clouth et al. (2022). These probabilities for a high response correspond to logit values of 1.3863 and −1.3863, respectively. The covariate effects on the classes were modeled using multivariate logistic regression with class 1 as the reference class and logit parameters of [−1, −1, 1, 1] (including the first parameter for the intercept) for class 2 and [−2, 1, −1, −1, \( \gamma_Z \)] for class 3 where \( \gamma_Z \) was varied with [1, 2] for the effect of treatment. The effect of the confounders on the treatment assignment, thus, the propensity-score model, was modeled using binary logistic regression with logit parameters of [0, \( \beta_1 \), 1] with \( \beta_1 \) [1, 2]. Furthermore, there are two main scenarios to be considered. In scenario 1, \( Z \) has direct effects on the indicators three and six and in scenario 2, \( C_1 \) has direct effects on the indicators three and six with the logits for these direct effects set to 1. Table 1 gives an overview of the resulting scenarios from varying these parameters.

### Table 1. Bias of the estimate of the ATE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIF variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression adjusted</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-step IPW</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-step IPW</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression adjusted with DIF</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-step IPW with DIF</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-step IPW with DIF</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. These results are based on the analysis of synthetic data sets that were generated to be exactly in agreement with the population values. The data sets resemble a sample size of 1,000.

1The classification errors should only depend on \( C \) if \( C \) is also included as a covariate in step three. However, it is unclear if this is necessary or if after including \( C \) in step one and in the propensity model, step three should be estimated excluding \( C \).
Generally, it is up to the researcher to define the ATE when using LCA in this context. For instance, there might be a class for which class membership might be unfavorable, such as a poor quality of life class or a high substance-use class. The ATE can then be defined as the difference in class membership probability under treatment option A compared to treatment option B for the unfavorable class concerned. In our simulated data example, we arbitrarily chose to define the ATE to be the difference in class membership probability for class three.

3.2. Results

Table 1 reports the bias of the estimate of the ATE for the regression adjustment approach, the one-step IPW approach, and the three-step IPW approach where for all approaches direct effects have either been ignored or correctly modeled. Results are presented for varying levels of effect sizes for the true ATE and the true confounding effect where either treatment or a confounding variable causes DIF. As can be seen, all three approaches reproduce the true ATE perfectly when direct effects are modeled correctly. When DIF is ignored, all three approaches estimate the ATE with a severe bias if treatment has the direct effects on the indicators. The bias decreases for stronger effects of the treatment on the classes but is unaffected by the strength of confounding. Here, the parameters were overestimated. However, the direction of the bias depends on the direction of the direct effects and on which classes are compared. If DIF is caused by a confounding variable, the ATE seems to be mostly unaffected even when DIF is ignored.

4. A Real-Life Example Using Data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979

In this example, we re-analyze data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) that was used as a motivating example by Lanza et al. (2013). The NLSY79 cohort is a representative sample of the American youth born between 1957 and 1964. Annual interviews were conducted between 1979 and 1994 (Center for Human Resource Research, 1997).

Lanza et al. (2013) investigated substance use by a sample of participants who was approximately 33 years old in 1994. They used LCA to construct classes of substance use indicated by drinking behavior, smoking, use of marijuana, and use of crack/cocaine. Furthermore, they investigated the effect of college attendance on class membership, hypothesizing that college attendance serves as a protective measure against substance use at a later stage of life. The analysis was adjusted for factors related to selection effects of college enrollment using IPW. These confounding variables were measured in the first round in 1979, one year before potential college enrollment.

4.1. Method

In detail, identified as confounding variables were gender, race/ethnicity, household income, if the household was a single-parent household, residential crowding, years of maternal education, maternal age, metropolitan status, the language spoken at home, educational aspirations of the adolescent and the parent(s), and type of high school (vocational, commercial, general program, college preparatory; Lanza et al., 2013). One year later in round two, full-time college enrollment was assessed. Finally, in round 16 (1994), substance use was assessed. Drinking behavior was coded with "0" representing "no use in the past month," "1" representing "alcohol use but no binge drinking in the last month," and "2" representing "binge drinking, having six or more drinks at one time in the last month." Cigarette use, marijuana use, and a composite item of either crack or cocaine use were coded as "0" reflecting "no use" and "1" reflecting "any use."

In the following list, we describe step by step the analysis strategy we followed.

1. Model selection for the measurement model. First, we estimated an LC model based on the four indicators alcohol use, cigarette use, marijuana use, and crack or cocaine use. The BIC indicated that a two-class model fits the data best. However, as indicated by a large bivariate residual (BVR), there was still a local dependency between the indicators marijuana use and crack/cocaine use. Instead of choosing a three-class model for which no local dependencies could be detected, we chose to select the two-class model while allowing for this local dependency. We believe that this was not done by Lanza et al. (2013). Our results (Table 2) are therefore not directly comparable; however, our classes still have the same interpretation with class 1 being a no-to-low usage class and class 2 being a heavy usage/heavy drinker class.

2. Detecting DIF. Next, we re-estimated this LC model including college attendance as our treatment in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Lanza et al.</th>
<th>Three-step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Class 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>No use</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light use</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binge</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana</td>
<td>No use</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack/Cocaine</td>
<td>No use</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. These parameter estimates result from estimating the first step, i.e., the measurement model without the inclusion of covariates. Note that the first step of the three-step analysis includes direct effects between college-alcohol use and college-cigarette use, while the analysis by Lanza et al. (2013) does not.
We trust our simulation results that DIF of the confounders does not affect the estimate of the ATE substantially. Therefore, we do not check for local dependencies between the confounders and the indicators. While this could be done in this step, it quickly becomes infeasible with a larger number of confounders.

5. Estimating the ATE. In the last step, the classifications and classification errors obtained in step two are used in the third step of a bias-adjusted three-step LCA (Vermunt, 2010) to estimate the ATE, and thus, the effect of college attendance on the classes weighted with the IPW (i.e., see Equation (7)). Importantly, the correction for the classification errors that serve as a weight in the three-step LCA need to be allowed to vary between treatment groups (Vermunt & Magidson, 2021a). This fifth step is performed separately for each imputed data set and results are pooled using Rubin’s rule.

4.2. Results

The results of this last step are presented in Table 4. Attending college leads to a reduced probability of class membership in the high-use class (0.25 [0.21; 0.30] vs. 0.35 [0.33; 0.36]; ATE = −0.09 [−0.14; −0.04]). Alternatively, the ATE can be expressed as an OR of 0.64 [0.49; 0.83]. Consequently, if all individuals attended college, the overall odds of class membership in the high-use class would be 1.56 times higher than if all individuals did not attend college. Parameter estimates for the direct effects of college attendance on alcohol use and cigarette use are reported in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Comparing these results to the OR of 0.15 [0.11; 0.20] reproduced from Lanza et al. (2013), the strength of the ATE seems to be drastically overestimated when not accounting for DIF.

In addition to this analysis, we followed the analysis strategy proposed by Lanza et al. (2013) while also accounting for direct effects. For this, we first performed multiple imputation to estimate the propensity-score model. For each imputed set, we followed with conducting the weighting and estimating the LC model without college attendance. Before including the treatment variable in the model, we allowed for direct effects to account for dependencies between the indicator variables. After settling on the final measurement model, we included college attendance in the model and allowed for direct effects between college attendance and indicator variables where local dependencies showed. Eventually, results were pooled over the imputed sets. Results for the ATE are presented in Table 7 and the direct effects between college–cigarette use and college–marijuana use are presented in Table 8. With an OR of 0.44 [0.35; 0.51], the ATE is estimated to be a bit stronger than following the three-step approach. However, it still clearly shows that...
the strength of the ATE is overestimated when direct effects are not accounted for.

Note that there is an important difference in the direct effects between college attendance and the indicators in this modified one-step approach compared to our three-step approach. While in the modified one-step approach these direct effects are estimated on a weighted data set, they are estimated on an unweighted data set in the three-step approach.
Table 4. Class membership probabilities estimated in the last step of our newly proposed analysis strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The ATE can be depicted in an odds ratio of 0.64 compared to an odds ratio of 0.16 reported by Lanza et al. (2013).

Table 5. Direct effects between college and alcohol use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>No use</th>
<th>Light use</th>
<th>Binge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Class 1</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Class 2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Class 1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Class 2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. These direct effects are estimated without weighting in our proposed analysis strategy.

Table 6. Conditional response probabilities for cigarette use per treatment group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Cigarette</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Class 1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Class 2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Class 1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Class 2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. These direct effects are estimated without weighting in our proposed analysis strategy.

Table 7. Class membership probabilities estimated with the modified analysis strategy based on Lanza et al. (2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The ATE can be depicted in an odds ratio of 0.44.

Table 8. Conditional response probabilities for cigarette use, marijuana use, and crack/cocaine use estimated using the modified analysis strategy based on Lanza et al. (2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Cigarette</th>
<th>Marijuana</th>
<th>Crack/Cocaine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Class 1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Class 2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Class 1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Class 2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

approach. Because of this, the three-step approach does not allow for the inclusion of these direct effects in the definition of the ATE.

5. Discussion

In this article, we present an analysis strategy and a modification to the three-step LCA with IPW (Clouth et al., 2022) to correctly account for the scenario where a treatment or exposure causes DIF. When there is DIF caused by the treatment variable and the direct effects on the indicators are not modeled, the ATE estimates will be biased. However, results from the simulated data example also showed that DIF caused by the confounding variables does not affect the estimate of the ATE. This is an important finding because there is often a large number of confounders, and detecting and modeling each direct effect can be tedious or even infeasible.

The examples presented in this article also highlight the importance of a correct model-building strategy. First, we construct the correct measurement model, where class enumeration is done on a model including only the indicators, and potential local dependencies among indicators are modeled by direct effects between these indicators. Crucially, the final measurement model stays untouched in the consecutive steps. This prevents the detection of spurious classes due to dependencies introduced by auxiliary variables and allows for the interpretation of the classes based on the indicators only. Next, the treatment variable is included in this one-step model to detect DIF, which can be done by inspecting the residual associations (e.g., the BVRs). This step can be confusing because there might not only be high BVRs for the treatment and indicator variables but also between the indicators themselves. Note, however, that the correct measurement model has already been selected in the first step. Therefore, all dependencies that show in this step can be removed by introducing direct effects between the treatment and the indicators only. The third step now consists of re-estimating the structural model using IPW. As shown by Vermunt and Magidson (2021a), it is crucial that the matrix containing the classification-error corrections (D Matrix) is now allowed to vary over values of the treatment variable. This analysis strategy differs from the approach used in Lanza et al. (2013) and our modification of their approach, resulting in different measurement models. Consequently, the difference in ATEs resulting from these approaches do not reflect differences in the effect of treatment on the latent variable but differences in the measurement model, and thus, differences in the construction of the latent variable.

The difference of these results highlights the importance of explicitly defining the ATE. When accounting for DIF as proposed here, there are not only effects of the treatment on class membership but also the direct effects on indicators. We do not regard these direct effects as ATEs because they only reflect the fact that the meaning of certain indicators is different across treated and non-treated. That is, we are interested in the effect of treatment on what the indicators have in common. In certain cases, however, one might want to treat these direct effects as additional ATEs. If this can be done is a rather conceptual question and is probably related to the status of the indicators. That is, are these arbitrary indicators that could be replaced by other indicators to define the latent construct? Or are they rather specific indicators and the goal is to predict them, preferably via the classes for parsimony but if not possible, partially also through direct effects? Note that, regardless of the definition of the ATE, DIF always needs to be accounted for when present because the estimate of the ATE will otherwise be
biased. Unfortunately, testing for DIF seems to be an uncommon practice (D’Urso et al., 2022).

There are some limitations to our study worth mentioning. The propensity-score model was specified perfectly in our simulated data example. However, for real-life data, the propensity-score model will likely be mis-specified to some extent. E.g., there might be unobserved confounding or the functional form of the model might be mis-specified because quadratic terms or interaction effects are not accounted for. How a mis-specified propensity-score model affects the estimate of the ATE for latent outcome classes is unknown and further research is needed. Furthermore, we only considered uniform DIF in this analysis. It is possible that, even after accounting for uniform DIF as done in this analysis, not all local dependencies are accounted for. In this case, it might be necessary to consider nonuniform DIF and allow the direct effects to vary between the latent classes. Lastly, we did not consider the problem of missing values. As shown by Alagöz and Vermunt (2022), if missing values of the indicators depend on values of auxiliary variables, the missing-values mechanism is missing at random in a one-step analysis but becomes missing not at random in a three-step analysis. In this situation, parameter estimates can be biased, which will likely also affect the analysis strategy proposed in this study.

Because the presented stepwise approach is particularly practical when resampling methods are being used, possible future extension of this work could investigate the use of multiple imputation for missing data or the use of the g-formula for time-varying treatment or causal mediation analysis.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this article, we propose a new analysis strategy to estimate ATEs for latent outcome classes in the presence of DIF. We extended previous work by Lanza et al. (2013) and Clouth et al. (2022) by incorporating the modified analysis steps proposed by Vermunt and Magidson (2021a) to correctly account for DIF. DIF caused by the confounding variables seems to not affect the ATE. However, when DIF caused by the treatment variable is not accounted for, the estimate of the ATE will be biased. As has been shown, this can be prevented by following the correct model-building strategy.
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**Appendix**

Latent GOLD syntax for our newly proposed three-step IPW method accounting for DIF caused by the treatment as used in the real-life data example. The full code including the estimation of the propensity score model is available on GitHub.

**Measurement model:**

```
model
  title FinalMeasurementModel;
  options
    maxthreads = all;
    algorithm
      tolerance = 1e-008
      emtolerance = 0.01
      emiterations = 250
      nitrations = 50;
    startvalues
      seed = 0
      sets = 16
      iterations = 1e-005
      iterations = 50
    bayes
      categorical = 1
      variances = 1
      constant = 1
    montecarlo
      seed = 0
      sets = 0
      replicates = 500
      tolerance = 1e-008
    quadrature nodes = 10
    missing includeall;
  output
    parameters = effect
    betaopts = w1 standarderrors profile
    probmeans = posterior
    loadings bivariteresiduals estimatedvalues = model reorder-
    classes marchi2;
    outfile "FinalMeasurementModel.sav"
    classification = posterior keep id, Age, Gender, Race_ethni-
    city, Household_income, Number_Sib, Language_home, Maternal_education, Education_ aspiration_1, Education_aspiration_2, Parent_figure, Metropolitan_status, College_Pre-
    p, Cigarette, Cocaine, Crack, PS, IPW;
  variables
    imputationid imp;
    dependent Alcohol nominal, CigaretteDummy nominal, Marijuana nominal,
    CrackCocaine nominal, independent college_enroll nominal;
    latent Cluster nominal 2;
    equations
      Cluster <- 1 + college_enroll;
      Alcohol <- 1 + Cluster + college_enroll;
      CigaretteDummy <- 1 + Cluster + college_enroll;
      Marijuana <- 1 + Cluster;
      CrackCocaine <- 1 + Cluster;
      Marijuana <= 0;
end model
```


Structural model:
model
  title FinalStructuralModel;
  options
    maxthreads = all;
    algorithm
      tolerance = 1e-008 emtolerance = 0.01 emiterations = 250 nr{}iterations = 50;
    startvalues
      seed = 0 sets = 16 tolerance = 1e-005 iterations = 50;
    bayes
      categorical = 1 variances = 1 latent = 1 poisson = 1;
    montecarlo
      seed = 0 sets = 0 replicates = 500 tolerance = 1e-008;
      quadrature nodes = 10;
    missing includeall;
  step3 modal ml;
  output
    parameters = first betaopts = wl standarderrors = robust
    profile = posterior probmeans = posterior estimatedvalues = model reorderclasses marginaleffects;
  variables
    imputationid imp;
    samplingweight IPW rescale ipw;
    independent college_enroll nominal;
    latent Cluster nominal posterior = (Cluster#1 Cluster#2)
      dif = college_enroll;
    equations
      Cluster <- 1 + college_enroll;
  end model.